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THE TECHNOLOGY DEFICIT
Back in the day, when millennial wasn’t a buzzword and Amazon was a river in South
America, equipping meeting rooms was easy. We’re talking chairs and a table—maybe a
phone. Attendees had no expectations for their experience other than hoping the meeting
organizer would show up with treats and that the note taker had legible handwriting.
Today, most small meeting rooms or huddle spaces still have little or no technology in
place.1 This wouldn’t be a problem except that the way employees work and the type of
technology available has shifted dramatically over the past decade. This has created a gap
between expected and actual meeting room capabilities.

MEETING ROOMS SHOULD EMPOWER,
NOT CONSTRAIN
The day of the lone contributor is over. Work is
now collaborative—60 percent of employees
report a significant increase in collaboration,
estimating they interact with upwards of 10
60% OF EMPLOYEES
different people each day to do their job.2 Also,
INTERACT WITH 10+
the number of employees working remotely
at least some of the time has climbed to 43
PEOPLE EACH DAY
percent.3 As collaboration and remote work
began increasing, consumer collaboration tools
TO DO THEIR JOB
such as Google Hangout, Skype, and Facebook
Messenger went mainstream for home users.
- CEB GLOBAL
As a result, when faced with a gap in expected
and actual meeting room capabilities, techsavvy workers have gone rogue, making use of
consumer tools in corporate environments with or without IT’s blessing.
But access to cloud collaboration and conferencing is useless if meeting rooms lack the
basic hardware needed to maintain the quality and effectiveness of a desktop meeting in a
group setting. Tech-deficient rooms or incompatible legacy systems end up dictating how
employees can work together rather than enabling employees to work the way they want.
Creating user-friendly meeting rooms requires more than selecting equipment—it requires
an understanding of business productivity goals and an appreciation that many users are
technology-challenged—particularly with unfamiliar hardware.
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INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY WITH THE
RIGHT COLLABORATION TOOLKIT
Keeping pace and delivering against business imperatives requires effective team
communication and widespread collaboration with individuals inside and outside of the
company. To achieve these aims, which collaboration tools do your users identify as most
effective?
According to a recent Harvard Business Review study, the top three are cloud file sync/
sharing, video conferencing, and document sharing/content management portals.4

COLLABORATION TOOLS RATED AS VERY OR EXTREMELY EFFECTIVE

63%

CLOUD FILE
SYNC/SHARING

58%

VIDEO
CONFERENCING

58%

DOCUMENT SHARING
CONTENT MGMT

Layered on top of the desired collaboration tools is a clear need for anytime, anywhere, any
device access to these tools. And the third layer? That’s employee demand for these tools
to be unbelievably easy to use. We’re talking one cable to connect (if any) and one button
to push to launch a collaboration session. And the final frosting on our collaboration cake,
everyone needs to hear and see clearly.
Because employees always try to have their cake and eat it too, there is significant
corporate use of consumer-grade collaboration solutions. A 2016 survey by Western
Unified Communications found that 54 percent of employees regularly participate in video
conferences. However, when employees use video conferencing, 70 percent are using free,
consumer-grade technology.5 The default employee response to enabling collaboration
when tools are too difficult or unavailable always seems to point back to comfortable cloudbased tools that are often meant for consumers. While these “shadow IT” efforts meet some
of users’ requirements, cloud collaboration solutions start to lose their luster when they
move from the desktop to the meeting room.
There’s no fault with the cloud video conferencing service itself. Cloud-based collaboration
tools can deliver a quality experience and are quite cost effective. However, achieving clear
audio and video in a group setting means moving beyond equipment designed for one
participant.
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FACILITATE EFFECTIVE GROUP WORK
WITH THESE ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS
If your users want to use the cloud-based collaboration apps they are comfortable with
(ideally IT approved), the meeting room must be set up to allow that level of flexibility—
without increasing complexity. Since a laptop or dedicated room PC is used to launch to
cloud collaboration tool, it can effectively eliminate the need for separate, installed video
conferencing equipment.
Please note, there will still be situations where installed video is preferable in small rooms. In
those cases, it’s important the installed system easily integrates with cloud-based solutions.
If you’re wondering whether you should go the installed route or how existing equipment will
interoperate with cloud solutions, your local AV integrator has the answers.

SIMPLE HUDDLE ROOM SETUP WITH DISPLAY, WEBCAM, MIC, AND LAPTOP (LOUDSPEAKERS NOT SHOWN)

The simplest setup for huddle rooms or small meeting rooms is straightforward: user
provided laptop with which to access cloud collaboration applications, a camera, display,
mic, and loudspeaker. Now the temptation is to cross a few items off your list thinking you’re
being efficient and budget conscious (both excellent qualities). After all, don’t most laptops
include a built-in mic, loudspeaker, and a camera? And don’t most webcams also include
a mic? Yes and yes. But if you go that route, you may end up in a cycle of user complaints
followed by IT frustration. Instead, consider a few factors that will impact the type of devices
you select.
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FACTOR IN ROOM SIZE AND NUMBER
OF PARTICIPANTS
An employee was tasked with presenting updated training materials to a group of her
colleagues and recording it for future use. She decided to use Google Hangout because it
was a familiar platform that would create a recording. Even though the room was equipped
with the core devices required to enable this type of meeting, it wasn’t enough. The
rebroadcast revealed that only the participants on the front row were in focus and only her
voice was picked up by the mic—though not consistently because she moved around. While
she had the right type of devices for what she wanted to do, they were not appropriate for
the size of the room or the number of participants.
If IT forums are any evidence, selecting the right camera, microphone, and display size for
rooms is key to meeting quality.

CAMERA CONSIDERATIONS
When evaluating conferencing cameras, look at field of view (FOV). If the FOV angle isn’t
wide enough, you won’t see all meeting attendees—particularly those sitting at the edge of
the room or closest to the camera.

FIELD OF VIEW IMPACT ON USER-FRIENDLY MEETING ROOMS

78° FOV

90° FOV

120° FOV

For most huddle spaces, 90 degrees will suffice. For larger rooms, consider 120-degree FOV.

MICROPHONE CONSIDERATIONS
For mic selection, there are two primary specs to look at: the pick-up pattern and the pickup range. Pick-up pattern refers to the mic’s sensitivity to sound based on the direction it’s
coming from. The pick-up pattern of a built-in laptop mic is typically limited to one direction.
This means only the person speaking directly in front of the laptop mic will be heard. If you
want the person sitting across the table or at the end of the table to be heard, you’ll need an
omni-directional mic that offers 360-degree coverage.
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MIC PICK-UP PATTERN IMPACT ON USER-FRIENDLY MEETING ROOMS

LAPTOP MIC PICK UP

360° TABLE-TOP MIC

The pick-up range is how far the sound source can be from the mic and still get picked up.
For the best audio quality, mics should be as close as possible to the person speaking. If
you are relying on a mic built into the webcam that has a pick-up range of 4’ and the display
on which the webcam sits is positioned 3’ from the table, you can anticipate having audio
issues.
One final consideration—are meeting presenters likely to walk around the space, write on a
whiteboard, or use a touchscreen? If they are, there will be times when they speak with their
back to the microphone. In these cases, a mic that uses beamforming technology, will be
your best bet.

KEEP IT SIMPLE
Even though you’ve invested time understanding how your users want to work, signed off
on cloud-based collaboration tools, invested in hardware to enhance the meeting audio
and video quality, and carefully selected said hardware based on room size and meeting
participants, it’s all for naught if it takes the user 5 to 10 minutes to launch their meeting.
A user-friendly room needs to accommodate the lowest common denominator when it
comes to skill with technology. And, as we discussed in the blog “3 Ways to User-Proof Your
Meeting Rooms,” there’s a spectacular number of lower tech-skilled users.
That’s why the holy grail for any meeting room design is collaboration so simple that it takes
a single cable connection (if any) and a single button click to be on your way. Consider how
many steps must be taken from the moment your users enter the room to the moment the
meeting is fully launched with video, audio, and content shared on the in-room display and
through the cloud app. If you’re above 4 steps, see if you can simplify the process further.
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A VERSATILE SOLUTION FOR
MEET MEETINGS.
DEVIO.
PRODUCTIVE
A VERSATILE SOLUTION FOR
PRODUCTIVE MEETINGS.

04 |

C O L L A B O R AT I O N F O R E V E R Y O N E. E V E RYWH E R E.
Devio is a collaboration tool for modern workplaces that are constantly on the move.
An idea that starts on the desktop or in a cubicle quickly becomes the subject of
a spontaneous brainstorming session. In order to keep the conversation going,
participants must be able to seamlessly move the discussion from the desktop and
expand it into the huddle room. Devio is a natural extension of how people work every
day. With a single USB connection, Devio connects your laptop to the technology in
your collaboration space, giving you instant access to the room’s displays, speakers,
microphone, web camera, and other tools.
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REQUEST AN ONLINE DEMO

IT’S JUST THAT EASY

WANT MORE IDEAS ABOUT CREATING
USER-FRIENDLY MEETING ROOMS?
We have plenty of resources to support you on your quest for user-friendly huddle spaces
and small meeting rooms.
1.

Sign up for the next guide in our series: Design Basics for Meeting Rooms.

2. Subscribe to the PSNI blog for regular insights delivered right to your inbox.
3. Drop a note to your local AV integrator.

ABOUT PSNI
PSNI is an alliance of elite technology integrators, manufacturers, distributors, and service
partners around the world. PSNI not only unites industry leaders, but supercharges them by
extending their reach, complementing their strengths, and multiplying their resources—all
combined with a commitment to the highest industry standards. For organizations seeking
AV solutions, PSNI affiliation is the ultimate industry credential. More than that, it’s a promise
that you’ll receive the smartest solutions, the smoothest installations, and the best training,
service and support. www.psni.org

ABOUT BIAMP SYSTEMS
Biamp Systems is a leading provider of innovative, networked media systems that power
the world’s most sophisticated audio/video installations. The company is recognized
worldwide for delivering high-quality products and backing each one with a commitment to
exceptional customer service.
Founded in 1976, Biamp is headquartered in Beaverton, Oregon, USA, with additional
engineering operations in Brisbane, Australia, and Rochester, New York. For more
information on Biamp, please visit www.biamp.com.
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